T cells
T cells are one group of lymphocytes that matures in the thymus.
In the presence of pathogens, T cells target the invader and secrete cytokines. [de Boer and Hogeweg, 1987 , Schwarz and Bhandoola, 2006 A quorum population size of T cells (threshold) is needed to develop an immune response.
Autoimmunity arises when T cells target self antigens.
Tregs
Regulatory T cells (Tregs) are one subset of T cells. Tregs protect the tissues by limiting immune responses.
Misregulation of Tregs can provoke autoimmunity.
[ Leon et al., 2000 , Leon et al., 2003 , Furtado et al., 2002 , Hsieh et al., 2004 , McLean, 1994 , de la Rosa et al., 2004 , Sakaguchi, 2004 , Shevach et al., 2001 , Utzny and Burroughs, 2003 
Immune response models
Proliferation by a secreted cytokine is quorum dependent.
Bistability is a common feature of the current Treg models. [de Boer and Hogeweg, 1987 , Callard et al., 2003 , Chan et al., 2004 2007/Jul/02 Sensibility of quorum growth thresholds controlling local immune responses -p. 9/36
Motivation
The immune response-suppression axis is a balance between the local numbers of T cells and Tregs.
How such balance is established and controlled is our motivation. We propose that Tregs adjust the T cells thresholds by inhibition of T cells secretion of IL-2 cytokine.
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Model -T cells
We observe that T cells proliferation through cytokines exhibits a control structure:
a quorum population size (threshold) is necessary to give rise to an immune response. 
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Bifurcation plots
The Tregs increase the thresholds. 
Hysteresis

Lemma
The antigenic stimulation b of T cells is: [Burroughs et al., 2006b] 2007/Jul/02 Sensibility of quorum growth thresholds controlling local immune responses -p. 21/36
The hysteresis unfolds Growth rate ratio Tregs:T cells
The parameter ε unfolds the equilibria manifold of T cells. 
Growth rate
The parameter ρ unfolds the equilibria manifold of T cells. 
Thymic input
The parameter T i np u t unfolds the equilibria manifold of T cells. 
Antigen stimulation of Tregs
The parameter a change the distance between the antigenic thresholds. 
Modified model
In the modified model:
Asymmetry in the death rates of T cells:
The antigenic stimulation a of Tregs controls the local population size of Tregs.
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Bystander proliferation
Proliferation of T cells non responding to the pathogen. 
Cross reactive
Cross reactivity between a pathogen and a self antigen. 
